The Story of the GRP
Solent Sunbeams
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THE INSPIRATION, THE CLASSIC DESIGN, THE BUILD
In 1922 Alfred Westmacott the distinguished naval architect was approached by three racing men
from Hamble who commissioned a design for a fast keel dayboat 26'6" (8 metres) overall. They asked
for “an improved Mermaid”. He responded with what was perhaps his best design for day racing,
which the Hamble trio named the ‘Y’ class and decreed that all their boats’ names ended with that
letter. The design had a waterline length of 17'6", a 6' beam and drew 3'9". Sail area was 300 square
feet in a Bermudan sloop rig, with the long footed mainsail then fashionable. She would be
constructed in pitch pine planking, copper, nail fastened to steam-bent American elm frames. The hull
form was attractive and speedy.

Alfred Westmacott was born in 1868.
In 1886 he was apprenticed at the great Tyne shipbuilding
yard and armament works of Sir W C Armstrong, Mitchell and
Co at Elswick, where large numbers of warships and other
craft were designed and built. He appears to have been a
'Premium Apprentice’: his parents paying for his training as he
started late at eighteen years of age. After two years practical
work he attended Glasgow University for three years to study
naval architecture. He returned to Elswick in 1891 and worked
in the ship drawing office and furthered his practical and
theoretical knowledge.
In 1895 he was elected a Member of the Institute of Naval
Architects, one of his sponsors being the head of the firm’s
design office, William White, one of the greatest of warship
designers. Alfred must have had an interest in sailing and
small craft from childhood. The Elswick yard dealt only with large steel ships, usually battleships,
cruisers and smaller warships.
In 1899, aged thirty one, he left Armstrongs and, with financial backing from some source, was a
partner in the new boatbuilding and engineering firm of Westmacott Stewart and Co with premises at
the village of St Helens on the north shore of shallow Bembridge harbour, on the east side of the Isle
of Wight. Westmacott was a man of many talents whose interests were concentrated on building
innovative, high quality yachts of every description - ‘Steam, electric and oil launches, yachts and
raters and dinghies.’ He produced some superb motor launches for gentlemen (and their ladies) to
follow leisurely, sea-going pursuits. He also created four wonderful one-design keelboats for them to
indulge in day racing around the Solent - the X Boat, Seaview Mermaid, Yarmouth One-Design and ‘Y’
Class as chosen by Basil Lubbock and his friends.
With grateful thanks to Peter Nicholson, Author of “The Brilliance of Sunbeams”
www.solentsunbeam.co.uk
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Three days after Christmas 2009 Alan Stannah was at a loose end and decided to telephone Roger
Wickens for a chat. Alan was worrying about the state of the Sunbeam Fleet and said that he thought
the Class ought to try building a GRP version to try to attract new owners.
That past season there had been about 15 active boats, but a number of owners were likely to retire
soon from racing. Furthermore, these owners tended to be those who in the past did some or all of
the winter maintenance themselves. The anxiety centred on the viability of the Fleet: if active numbers
fell below a critical mass it seemed likely that a decline would set in, leaving just a few diehard
enthusiasts keeping the Fleet alive. Any racing fleet needs numbers, to provide fun during racing and
for the social activities ashore. It also needs a pool of owners and crews to actually run the Class.
This was not a new idea - back through the decades it had from time to time been suggested, including
by Sir Henry Chisholm in the 1970's, Richard Dale in the 1980's, and by many past and current owners
Roly Boissevain, Bill Dickson, Richard Pearson, Anthony Robinson, Tim Hill , Viv Williams amongst
others, but always it seemed likely to be rejected by the Sunbeam Class in its two Divisions, Solent and
Falmouth. The reluctance to entertain the idea springs from the very nature of the Class. A beautiful
wooden racing yacht, unsurpassed classical lines from the drawing board of the renowned Alfred
Westmacott, and the fact that the Class had existed for very many decades - so why change?
Down in Falmouth the Class with its wooden hulls had a devoted following, and it was, and indeed still
is, centred in an historic port with a maritime tradition stretching back hundreds of years. The skills
needed to maintain wooden boats are embedded in the fabric of the port, and in 1999 Roger Graffy,
who with his family owns Mylor Yacht Harbour and its Boatyard, built a new wooden Sunbeam,
"Milly". The following year Alan commissioned Mylor Boatyard to build a sister boat "Spray", and a
couple of years later a third boat "Kitty" was completed.
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To Alan and Roger there appeared to be two options for the Solent Sunbeams, both involving risk:
either do nothing and risk the continuing loss of members in a downward spiral to a rump of a fleet,
or try to build a successful GRP version of a Sunbeam to attract new members and thereby enlarge
the fleet. To them it seemed that the risk of doing nothing exceeded the risk involved in trying to build
a GRP boat. Furthermore the new wooden boats were very expensive to build because they needed
many hours of skilled shipwright work, and their traditional wood material - pitch pine, oak, teak, and
elm - was difficult or impossible to source. A GRP version would probably cost a lot less, and if
successful it would perpetuate the Sunbeam design - albeit in a new hull material - into a second
century.
Roger took on the role of project manager, and so a small Team of Sunbeamers was assembled. Roger,
Alan, Anthony Robinson, and Tim Hill from the Solent Division, and Neil Andrew from Falmouth. Neil,
a highly qualified naval architect and engineer, kindly volunteered to contribute his expertise from
afar. He was also able to keep a watching brief on the project on behalf of the Falmouth Division.
Within a short time the Team had visited and talked to the Victory Class about their experience in
producing a GRP version of the Victory, and visited potential builders in Hamble and Cowes. In the
case of the Victory one of the old boats was sacrificed to act as the male plug in order to produce the
female mould, in which new boats are laid up.
To build a GRP Sunbeam there would obviously not be an old boat to sacrifice - they were too precious
- and so a hull plug would have to be made. The task was greatly simplified by the foresight in 2004 of
the two Sunbeam Divisions getting the lines of the Sunbeam into a digital format. The original
Sunbeam drawings and building patterns had been destroyed in a fire at Warsash. This was after
Woodnutt and Co. were taken over by Stone Platt Industries in 1961 and had moved from St. Helens
on the IOW. Justin Adams did the work of transferring the available drawings into a CAD format,
incorporating also lines taken off V6 "Little Lady" for the specific purpose, and his work was adopted
by the Sunbeam Class as the definitive Sunbeam design.
The visits to the Hamble had not been impressive: there the Team saw replacement Daring hulls being
made, but the quality was poor. Roger suggested they go to see Mark Downer, with whom he had
sailed for twelve years in the Etchells Class, and so as a friend knew what a genius Mark was with all
things composite. Mark had by this time established AMStructures at Sandown Airport on the Isle of
Wight and he had the past experience of building many GRP boats, including the Corby designed yacht
"Independent Bear", other offshore racers, a 5.5 metre, and many Redwings and Illusions.
Running in parallel with the feasibility
work Alan and Roger had to obtain the
permission of the Sunbeam Class to the
idea. The Solent Division held an
Extraordinary General Meeting at Alan
and Jackie's home in Bosham on 30th
January 2010 and gave their
enthusiastic consent to building and
testing a prototype. As an aside it was
also decided at this time that the new
boat would be named after Betty
Moore, who had died recently after
owning and racing her Sunbeam "Why"
for 61 years.
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Following this Alan and Roger liaised with the Falmouth Division and on 18th February went down to
meet them at a Special General Meeting held at Flushing SC. The meeting was packed out and a very
well informed and intense discussion took place on the whole subject of the Sunbeam, its history, and
its future. The main concern centred around the possibility of a GRP boat not performing exactly the
same as the existing wooden boats: any difference would be liable to make the wooden boats
redundant. Alan and Roger completely agreed with this and promised that this would not be the
case. Thus by the necessary 2/3rds majority they approved the use of the CAD line drawings to build
and test a prototype GRP Sunbeam.
With the approval from both Divisions a new design was needed - outwardly the same lines as a
wooden Sunbeam, but structurally designed for GRP material. Roger started by engaging the naval
architect who designed the GRP Victory, but within a few weeks it became quite clear that the
relationship between architect and project manager was not going to work. The architect's timescale
for the entire project seemed to be measured in months - Roger's was weeks. With Alan's support
Roger curtailed the engagement of the architect and switched instead to Theo Rye. Theo had
previously expressed interest in the project and had a stellar reputation as a classic wooden boat naval
architect. He produced the structural drawings and lay-up specification for a GRP Sunbeam in no time
at all, and the use of the CAD system with its ability to measure curved surface areas allowed him to
calculate the weight of the finished hull with different GRP lay-up thicknesses. He was an absolute
delight to work with: he subsequently became a technical editor for Classic Boat magazine but very
sadly he died suddenly in November 2016 aged just 48.
A vital question to be solved was deciding the thickness of the GRP hull layup, and this revolved around
the weight of a wooden Sunbeam. A very big effort had to be undertaken by the Team to weigh about
a dozen of the wooden boats laid up in Bosham, and Haines Boatyard weighed "Fleury" whilst she was
stored in their shed. An average un-rigged weight of 1870kgs +/- 10kgs was decided upon as the
minimum weight of the new fitted out GRP Sunbeam with lead ballast but without its rig. Very
importantly the distribution of the weight had to match that of the wooden boats to ensure that there
would be no performance difference between the old and new construction methods.
It was now time for Mark to start the process of making the moulds. The first part of the process was
to make an inverted male plug exactly matching the shape of a Sunbeam hull. He used the CAD
drawings to make 22 patterns representing cross sections all along the length of the hull and set these
up on his factory floor. By comparison the last wooden Sunbeams were built using just six or seven
patterns, and using CAD allowed the pattern sizes to be correctly adjusted for the thickness of the
build-up going onto them. He and his team then strip planked longitudinally over the hull patterns to
produce a replica Sunbeam hull.
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To get the detail of the transom
right David Townrow - at that time
running Devoran Boatyard near
Falmouth - kindly lent a Sunbeam
transom that used to belong to
Sunbeam "Maranui".

The upturned planked hull was
sheathed with a layer of epoxy and
glass laminate to stabilise the
timber, was then surfaced, faired,
sprayed, and a release wax applied.

The finished plug was checked in
detail by Mike Creagh, the Solent
Sunbeam Class Measurer, to ensure
that Mark really had built a replica of
a Sunbeam hull. The lines were
judged to be perfect, clearing the
plug to be used to create five female
mould pieces - two large shells for
the sides of the hull, two side flanges
to accept the deck, and a small
transom.
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Roger had for some time fretted about a very slight hump in the sheer line shown on the CAD
drawings. By this time the hull plug was virtually finished and the hump was discernible, just forward
of the position of the mast. The hump did not show on the older wooden boats so there was a real
problem that if the hull plug stayed as built any new GRP boat would have this distinguishing hump.
He calculated the change of angle of the sheer line between every station on the drawings and decided
that one of the offset measurements was wrong - by a few mm. A very intense email debate took
place between all members of the Team, boatbuilders, naval architects, and Justin, to try to decide
what to do about the hump. Time was pressing, and in the end two factors clinched the decision.
Firstly, in conversation with boatbuilders it became obvious that when wooden boats are constructed
the beam shelf - running the length of the deck edge and thus setting the sheer line - adopts a smooth
curve which eliminates any hump. Secondly, everyone agreed that the latest newly built wooden
boats, "Milly", "Spray", and "Racy Lady" looked perfect. This is V48 "Racy Lady" on her launch day in
St. Mawes showing off her lovely sheer line.

The sheer lines at the forward end of all three Sunbeams were checked with a straight edge and all
had a pleasing concave sheer line with no hump. Accordingly the sheer line on the plug was adjusted
slightly to eliminate the hump. Theo later confirmed that in his expert view the hump was an anomaly
and that the CAD drawing needed to be adjusted - subsequently done by Justin Adams.
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Using the hull plug to manufacture the moulds.

Another problem was the European Union's Recreational Craft Directive, in force since 1998. The
Sunbeam design obviously pre-dated this, but because a new construction material was being
proposed the Directive applied. The requirements are admirable but totalling stifling for a small boat
building project, with big cost implications. The salvation came in the form of an exemption secured
by the RYA for new boats that are "intended to be used solely for racing". As Sunbeams invariably race
all the time this fitted the bill, and hence every new GRP boat has a little sticker attached saying just
this.

Once the moulds had been
made the beautiful hull plug
had served its purpose and was
scrapped. However, a GRP
Sunbeam could now be laid up.
The first resin coat into the
mould was vinylester with RAL
colour "Colbalt Blue";
subsequent resin coats were
polyester with a mixture of
woven and chopped mat glass
fibre.
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Then the time came to take the new hull out of the mould, and it would be revealed for the first time.
A notice of birth was flashed around the Class:
"STANNAH/WICKENS are delighted to announce the birth of Sunbeam "Betty" at 10.56am on 7th May
2010 at Mark Downer's works at Sandown Airport, IOW. Many anxious men were in attendance and
after the use of hammer, chisels, and forklift she emerged from her mould and weighed 419kg."

Separate to the hull the deck moulding was made. This required an answer to an interesting question
- what cross sectional curvature should a Sunbeam deck have? There are traditionally two ways of
designing the curve across the deck of a sailing vessel - either a formula resulting in a parabolic curve,
or a fixed radius.
This entailed design analysis by
Theo and the taking of
measurements from a number
of boats. The clue for the
Sunbeam suddenly jumped out
from the old drawings - on one
of them was written "R18", in
turn taken to indicate a deck
radius of 18ft. Mark was asked
to adopt this deck curvature,
which turned out to perfectly
match the measurements
taken from pre-war wooden
boats.
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Throughout the build
process Roger and Anthony
made very many visits to
Mark's factory settling a
myriad of details, and Roger
Graffy kindly lent the plug
needed for Irons Brothers
to cast the new Sunbeam
lead keels. A special bronze
shoe was designed and cast
to protect the GRP hull from
grounding damage in the
traditional deadwood area
aft of the keel, and to locate
the rudder shaft. Neil
Andrew paid a visit and
Mike Creagh was always on
hand to give much
appreciated advice and
guidance when asked.
Alan and Roger travelled together over to the IOW to collect "Betty". It was Thursday 27th May, and
they arrived on the Itchenor Hard with their gleaming new boat as many Sunbeamers were getting
ready for their weekly Thursday evening race. The party started before the race!
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Haines Boatyard then had to fit out the prototype boat. Roger designed and procured all the stainless
steel fittings and specified the Harken gear, Haines fitted out the boat with its teak covering boards,
taff-rail, partner board, coaming, seats, thwart, and platform - all of which had to be worked out in
detail - and then the Team had fun. They were allowed the run of Haines' workshop and descended
onto Betty. Together they stroked, positioned, screwed, and bolted all the fittings onto her with the
added help of Haines' shipwrights. The last available Proctor Sunbeam mast section was rigged and
installed by Haines, and she was ready.

Betty was launched on Thursday 8th July 2010 and the same evening entered her first race - to Bosham
SC - with Roger and Alan sharing the helm. Mark Downer had cut the patterns to make the moulds in
the middle of February, so from a standing start Betty was afloat and racing 21 weeks later.
It was planned that the prototype boat would be a little under-weight because of the unknown weight
of the fit-out. Betty fitted out turned out to be 100kgs under the set minimum weight, so she had
permanent corrector weights placed under the helm seats and forward - later builds had two extra
layers of resin and fibreglass to bring the weight up. It also turned out that the design waterline was
not correct: the original Westmacott drawings showed this as 17ft 6ins long, but the average waterline
length of the Sunbeams in the Solent Fleet is 19ft. Undoubtably the wooden boats have grown heavier
over the years, and also 250lbs of internal ballast was added in the first year the Sunbeams raced.
Roger received invaluable help from Justin Adams who produced drawings and plans from his CAD
program enabling the correct anti-foul line to be plotted onto the hull of any Sunbeam, including the
refinement of raising the line towards each end by one inch.
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After her launch Betty went through an extensive testing period, taking part in 36 races and some twoboat trialling, with every Sunbeam owner trying her out. Her first big race was the Dainty Dish to
Cowes that July, when she was helmed by Anthony, and came in 3rd. This is "Betty" passing Hayling
Island Golf Club.

Racing in Cowes Classic Week 2010.
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By the end of the season the Solent Division was formally asked to decide if she could join the Sunbeam
Fleet, it being established that she sailed exactly the same as a wooden Sunbeam, neither faster nor
slower. The Solent Division overwhelmingly voted to so allow. However, when the Falmouth Division
were asked to accept her as a Sunbeam they refused. Furthermore, they also refused to allow the new
GRP boat to be treated as just a Solent Sunbeam, taking part in just Solent Division races.
There was now a crisis in the Class. The Solent Division felt it had to continue with the GRP project - it
was seen by the Division as essential for the survival for the Sunbeams at Itchenor. At that time - soon
after the World financial crash - there was even talk within Itchenor SC as to which keelboat class
should be dropped, and the Sunbeams appeared to be the weakest of the three. So with heavy heart
the Solent Division overwhelmingly decided it had no alternative but to revert to being the Solent
Sunbeam Class that it was before it merged with the Falmouth Sunbeams to form the Sunbeam Class.
This decision cleared the way for new GRP boats to be built, and also to permit existing wooden boats
to use epoxy in an endeavour to reduce the cost of maintenance. Meanwhile "Betty" won that year's
Classic Boat award for the best new boat in the "Spirit of Tradition under 40ft" category, and ten years
later is being very competitively raced as V61 by Peter Taylor and Robin Richardson.
In November 2010 there occurred another twist of fate. Roger was on a cruise ship in the South
Atlantic on the way to visit the Falkland Islands when he heard that "Daisy" had been sold from under
him by its then owner. Roger was very attached to "Daisy", and rather upset. She was one of the boats
that took part in the first ever Solent Sunbeam race in 1923, then with a sail number of V6. In the
1980's she was sold down to Falmouth and controversially after her seams were epoxy splined she
sold and shipped out to the West Indies. In 1997 Roger tracked her down to the back of a beach in
Barbados and brought her back to the UK on top of a Geest Line banana boat. He then restored her to
Class and the Solent Fleet. Upon his return from his cruise he sat in Haines's office discussing
Sunbeams and decided to build a stock of new GRP boats, starting by creating a look-a-like "Daisy" but
calling her "Maisy" after his pet working cocker spaniel.
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And thus was born the first of the next three GRP boats, finished with a "Cream White" hull colour.
V64 “Maisy” took part in the 2011 Cowes Week being sailed everyday by different Sunbeamers and
soon after the Regatta was bought by Sue Smith and Peter Goddard. In the same batch of three V62
"Firefly" and V63 "Dragonfly" were moulded by Mark and fitted out by Andrew Oliver's boatyard at
Emsworth.
Anthony accompanied Roger on many of the visits to Mark's works: here he is with Mark with new
moulded boats in the background.

The next two boats commissioned by Roger
were V65 "Alchemy" fitted out by Haines with
a centre track layout for Mark and Nicky
Harvey, and V66 "Molly" purchased by Tina
Webster and Richard Stephens. The boats
were launched together to the sound of
Caribbean steel drums.
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Before being bought by Tina and Richard “Molly”
was put on display in Cowes beside the Royal
Yacht Squadron for the duration of the 2012
Cowes Week.

Another design parameter that the team wanted to achieve was that a GRP Sunbeam should not sink
immediately if swamped. This entailed designing into the boat fore and aft bulkheads, and flotation
boxes below the helm seats. Roger asked three naval architects if the finished boat would float, but
none could guarantee that it would. So later in the season Haines was asked to fill a fully rigged "Betty"
to the top of her coamings and then gingerly float her off a launching trolly. With three men standing
on her the water flowed out of the slots in the coaming and she floated for half an hour before being
brought ashore.
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Two years later V65 and V66 were followed by V67 "Misty" purchased by Humphrey Van Der Klugt,
V68 "Sky" bought by Ollie Gilchrist and Becky Wickens, and V70 "Minty" bought in 2019 by Simon and
Harriet Patterson.
Going into 2020 Roger is building two more boats - before he and Mark retire - taking the total to 11
new boats. V69 "Rosy" with a white hull, named after one of Roger's granddaughters, and V71
"Tiffany" with a hull the same colour as the famous "Tiffany the Jewellers" unique turquoise. Mark's
son George did much of the building work on these two boats.

They will be fitted out by Haines and available for future purchase. They will also have the new Selden
carbon fibre mast just approved by the Solent Sunbeams, and the storage cradles and deck bracket
needed to use an electric outboard motor in "no wind" conditions.
Ten years after the GRP Sunbeam project started the Fleet has over 30 boats in commission, nearly all
the wooden Sunbeams are in tip-top racing condition, and the Solent Sunbeam Fleet is planning the
celebration of its Centenary in 2023. Since the Solent Sunbeam Fleet was gathered together by Sir
Henry Chisholm after WW2 it has continuously embraced the idea of careful change, allowing many
sensible improvements to the original Westmacott Sunbeam design. For example:
* Wooden masts and spinnaker poles have been replaced by aluminium and now by carbon fibre,
* Cotton sails have been replaced by Dacron,
* Canvas decks have been replaced by fibreglass scrim and resin,
* Putty and cotton caulked topside seams may be replaced by softwood splining,
* The use of epoxy resin on the hull has been allowed,
* Stainless steel frames now take out the rigging loads,
* Electric pumps, echo sounders, and electronic compasses are deemed essential.
* Electric outboards introduced for use when not racing.
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The new GRP hulled and decked boats have been produced for under half the cost of new wooden
boats. As the shipwright skills to build new wooden boats are lost the new hull material permits Alfred
Westmacott's beautiful Sunbeam design to be replicated in new builds at a price comparable to similar
new day-racing keelboats such as the Dragon and Etchells. Here are five Solent Sunbeams racing
together in the Western Solent during Cowes Week 2011. V61 and V64 have GRP hulls, V46 is one of
the latest wooden hulls built in 2000, V27 with a wooden hull was built in 1923, and V25 was built in
1924 and its wooden hull has been epoxied.

Alan and Roger have jointly written off the cost of the tooling for these new builds, and the moulds
are currently in store at Mark's factory - Roger continues to organise and fund the stock of new builds.
Both are deeply committed to ensuring the new builds are built honestly to perform exactly like the
wooden boats, with none of the "rule stretching" seen in other classes. They feel the promise they
jointly made at the meeting in Falmouth has been kept, as is evidenced by ten continuous years of
racing with no discernible difference in the results of the wooden and GRP hulled boats competing
against each other - undoubtably this is the reason the whole GRP project has succeeded. The key
help provided from Falmouth by Neil Andrew, Roger Graffy, and David Townrow contributed greatly
to the success of the project.
In September 2019 Roger, Julian Money, and Nick Leach took their Sunbeams "Danny", "Penny", and
"Polly" down to Falmouth and raced in their 95th Championships, cementing warm friendships and
re-enforcing the shared love of our Sunbeams. It may not be long before the two Fleets join up again.

Roger Wickens – March 2020
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1. Launch Day for V62 "Firefly" & V63 "Dragonfly"

2. Becky Wickens & Ollie Gilchrist christening V68 "Sky"

3. V64 " Maisy"

4. V70 "Minty" on her Launch Day

5. V65 "Alchemy"
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Theo Rye
Leading Naval Architect and Technical Editor for Classic Boat Magazine
Died on Saturday 12 November 2016.
An Extract from Classic Boat Magazine.
“It is with great sadness that we must report the death of our technical editor Theo Rye, at the
age of just 48. He was one of the world’s leading naval architects in the field of classic yacht
restoration and will be missed by hundreds around the world for his expertise, integrity, humour
and enormous capability in so many areas. To us at Classic Boat, he was a rock of knowledge and
a rare point of reference in a field that is so often arcane, fragmented and contradictory.
He died peacefully at home after a six-month battle with a brain tumour. He leaves behind his
wife, Sarah Pook.”
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